SERMON GUIDE
As you attend the worship service with your family, use this to
help you pay attention and learn. We want you to worship by
singing to GOD and listening to his Word preached.

OUTLINE——————————————

Use this area to capture key thoughts during the sermon; e.g.,
concepts you may need to study further, an attribute of God you
noted or discovered, a new truth about Jesus you need to grasp by
faith and believe.

The main idea of Revelation 15:1 to 16:1 is that Justice Will
Be Served.
The main idea explained:
A Vision of Disaster

A Story from the Past of Injustice, and Justice Served

The Hope of Future Justice, anchored in a Past Injustice

What song from today’s service is your most favorite
and why? What lyrics did you enjoy the most?

What is the Spirit speaking to you today? What might
Jesus be calling you to consider?
— What are some kinds of injustice that you have
suffered? How have you dealt with that?
— What are wrong ways to respond to injustice?
How have you seen that in our culture?
— How do you think justice can be served today, in
a fallen world, filled with imperfect people?
— What is your only hope of justice?
— How will that hope sustain you in an age when
injustice will always be present?

For discussion at home or in a community group:
I heard __________________________ today, but
was confused or had a hard time believing it.
Hearing and believing that GOD is
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
changes the way I
________________________________________________
_______________________________________________ .

WHO IS SPEAKING?

WORDS YOU HEARD
BUT DON’T KNOW…

AS YOU ATTEND CHURCH
SERVICE WITH YOUR FAMILY,
USE THIS SHEET TO HELP YOU
PAY ATTENTION AND LEARN.
WE WANT YOU TO WORSHIP
WITH US BY SINGING TO GOD
AND LISTENING TO THE MESSAGE.

WHAT IS THE MAIN
PASSAGE WE ARE
READING TODAY?

WHAT ARE WE LEARNING
ABOUT GOD FROM THIS PASSAGE?

BOOK:
CHAPTER:
VERSE:
WHICH SONG FROM TODAY’S SERVICE IS
YOUR FAVORITE AND WHY?
WRITE OR DRAW
SOMETHING THAT YOU
HEARD IN THE SERMON OR
IN A SONG TODAY.

FILL IN THE BLANKS BELOW WHILE IN SERVICE AND THEN, ON THE WAY
HOME, TALK ABOUT WHAT YOU HEARD AND THE NOTES YOU WROTE DOWN.

I HEARD
TODAY
BUT WAS CONFUSED OR HAD A HARD TIME BELIEVING IT.
HEARING AND BELIEVING THAT GOD IS

CHANGES THE WAY I

Middle School

Sermon Guide

As you attend worship service with your family, use this guide to help you pay attention and learn.
We want you to worship by singing to God and listening to the sermon.

Who IS Speaking?

Fill in the blanks:

What passage are we studying?

Definitions:
Circle one or more of the attributes of God
that were talked about in the sermon.

Words you heard but don’t understand:

Creator

Provider

Merciful

Just

Holy

Unchanging

Sovereign

Generous

Loving

Worthy

Faithful

Write down other verses mentioned in the sermon.

What are we learning about God from this passage?
What is the main idea of this sermon?
Which song from today’s service is your favorite
and why? What lyrics did you enjoy the most?

On the way home, talk about what you heard and the notes you wrote down. Fill in the blanks below and share with your family.

I heard _______________________________________________ today but was confused or had a hard time believing it.
Hearing and believing that God is ___________________________________________________________________________
changes the way I _________________________________________________________________________________________ .

